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Oh, Baby! What A Season Lies Ahead
For These Sprint Cup Stars
this year could be best
described as the Baby Watch in
NASCAR’s Sprint Cup Series.
Jeff Gordon, Jimmie Johnson
and Juan Pablo Montoya will
all welcome new additions to
their families in 2010. Both
Carl Edwards and Elliott Sadler
became fathers in February. The
fan response has been incredible,
as the Baby Watch has been a
popular topic on radio shows I’ve
done across the country early this
season. People want to talk about
these adrenaline-filled drivers
being brought to their knees
emotionally, so to speak, by such
a touchy-feely subject.
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Montoya and Gordon are
the only two of the five drivers
who have previously experienced
fatherhood.
Gordon has been pretty
adamant about how it changes
your life, and how the first-timers
can’t imagine what they’re in for
as new fathers.
It didn’t take Sadler long
to realize where Gordon was
coming from. Everything began
to sink in less than a week after
his wife Amanda delivered son
Wyatt on Feb. 15.
“It was by far the most
amazing thing that’s ever
happened to me,” the 34-year-old

Sadler said. “I’ve been able to do
some cool things in my life and be
around a lot of cool stuff — a cool
sport like NASCAR — but the
first time I heard him cry after he
was born was by far the coolest
thing that’s ever happened to me.
My wife and I are very lucky.”
Sadler also experienced the
pangs of regret in having to leave
his son behind for the first time.
Duty called, as there was a race to
be run at California’s Auto Club
Speedway.
“When I had to leave him,
knowing I’m gonna be gone for
a couple days before I get back
home, was very, very tough,”

Sadler said. “How can something
so small create your heart to feel
so much love and so much pain
all at the same time?”
Whether you’re an accountant,
construction worker or a race
car driver, a wrench is thrown
into your schedule when you
are forced to be on standby —
especially on the other side of
the country. These drivers are
fortunate to have resources —
and planes — at their disposal,
which makes it easier on them
than the average person.
The question of whether
having a child changes a driver’s
competitive urge has been raised
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